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BY
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Consider the following problem. Is it possible to represent zero by an

absolutely convergent series of exponentials with bounded exponents:

00

(1) E One"" = 0,       0 < E I fl»|   < <*,        \an\   <M        (n ^ 1)
i

where  {an\  and   {an}  are complex numbers and the a„ are all distinct?

Equation (1) is equivalent to

(2) E—- = 0     (1*1  > M),     0<EK|<<»,      \an\   <M,
i    z — a„

since (2) is the Borel-Laplace transform of (1) (see §1). ,

To our knowledge the solution to this problem was first given in 1921 by

J. Wolff [2l] who gave an example of such a representation of zero.

In this paper we consider the problem of characterizing those bounded

complex sequences {«„} for which coefficients {an} exist such that (1) holds.

In §2 a number of preliminary results are given. For example, (1) is impossible

if the closure of the set {an} contains no interior and does not separate the

plane, or if all the an lie in a convex domain and at least one, with a nonzero

coefficient, lies on the boundary.

In §3 we obtain a characterization of those \an} ior which (1) is possible,

under the assumption that the a„ lie in the unit circle and have no interior

limit points. The condition is that almost every boundary point exp(i0) be

approachable nontangentially (i.e. inside of an angle) by a subsequence of

{a„ }. This is equivalent to

sup I f(an) I  =  sup   I f(z) I
n |z|<l

for every bounded analytic / in the unit circle.

In §4 we study the set E(G) of all those entire functions h(z) admitting a

representation

(3) h(z) = E anea"z, E I a" \   < °°, an EG,
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where G is a Jordan domain. With a suitable norm E(G) is a Banach space

whose conjugate space is the space of all bounded analytic functions in G

with the supremum norm. In case G is the unit circle we obtain a character-

ization of £ as a quotient space of Li(0, 2w) (E = Li/Hj). This includes Wolff's

result [2l] that E contains all entire functions of exponential type less than

1. It also gives a representation of Fourier coefficients as solutions of infinite

"Vandermonde" systems of equations.

In §5 we give some additional properties of the space E.

We wish to thank Professors G. Lorentz, G. Piranian, P. C. Rosenbloom,

and J. L. Ullman for their helpful suggestions and encouragement.

1. Background material. We shall need a few standard results on entire

functions of exponential type, and on bounded analytic functions in the unit

circle. These are stated here, proofs may be found in Boas [3, Chapter 5]

and Privaloff [15, Chapter l].

Let h(z) = JZ,anzn/n\ be an entire function and let Tkf(r) denote the maxi-

mum of its modulus on a circle of radius r. The function h is said to be of

exponential type 1 if

M(r) = 0(e(1+e)r)

for every e>0.

The function H(z) = JZan/z"*1 is called the Borel transform (or Borel-

Laplace transform) of h. The series for H converges for | z | > 1, and vanishes

at z = 00. One may recover h as an integral

(4) k(z) = —: f      e'wH(w)dw

for every r > 1. The Borel transform establishes a one-to-one correspondence

between the class of all entire functions of exponential type 1, and the class

of all functions analytic for |z| >1 and vanishing at infinity.

Let 77_ denote the class of all bounded analytic functions in the unit

circle. It is a Banach space under the supremum norm. Each fCH„ has a

radial limit

f(e") =  lim f(reil)
r_>l~

at almost every boundary point p = exp(it), and the resulting boundary func-

tion is a bounded measurable function whose essential supremum equals

11/11. In addition, whenever the radial limit exists, the limit exists and has the

same value inside of any angle with vertex at p. The radial limit can be zero

only on a set of measure zero, unless/=0.

Let ja,| be a sequence of points inside the unit circle. The necessary and

sufficient condition that there exist an fCHx vanishing at the a„ but nowhere

else inside the unit circle is that ^(1 — | a„\) < 00.
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2. Preliminary results. Most of the results of this section apply to a more

general representation of zero than is given in (1). Let p be any finite, com-

plex-valued Borel measure of compact support K in the plane. We say that

pt represents zero if

(10 f e'"dfi(w) m 0.

Lemma 1. Equation (1') holds if and only if

(5) f P(w)du(w) = 0

for all polynomials P.

Proof. Differentiating (1') n times and evaluating at 2 = 0 we obtain

fwndu(w)=0, and (5) follows. Conversely, (5) implies (1') since fz(w) =etw

may be uniformly approximated by polynomials on the support of pt.

Instead of using the exponential function in this lemma we could have

used any entire function g that, together with all its derivatives, is different

from zero at the origin. Equation (1') then becomes: Jg(zw)dp(w) =0. This

remark applies to several of the following lemmas.

Theorem 1. If K contains no interior points and does not separate the plane,

and if (1') holds, then p = 0.

Proof. By a theorem of Lavrentieff (see Mergelyan, [13, Chapter 1, §4])

polynomials are uniformly dense in the space C(K) of all continuous, com-

plex-valued functions on K. Hence by Lemma 1, ffdpt = 0 for all fEC(K),

and so p = 0.

Let G be a Jordan region (the interior of a simple closed Jordan curve).

We shall say that a measure p is "in" G if pt(E) —0 for all sets E disjoint from

G. This is not quite the same as saying that the support of p. is contained in

G. (The support of p is the smallest closed set K such that p(E) =0 for all E

disjoint from K.) Thus in (1) p is a sequence of mass points; ti is in the

circle \z\ <M but the support of fi is (a„}~ (the closure of the set {«„}).

Let HX(G) denote the set of all bounded analytic functions in G. If G is

the interior of the unit circle we write simply HK as in §1.

Lemma 2. If p. is a measure in the Jordan region G and if (1') holds then

(6) \f(w)eiwdfi(w) m 0

forallfEH„(G).

Proof. If / is a polynomial the result follows as in Lemma 1 by differen-

tiating (1'). If/ is the uniform limit of polynomials the result follows from a
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passage to the limit. Finally, if / is a bounded pointwise limit of functions for

which (6) holds, then by the Lebesgue bounded convergence theorem, (6) will

hold for/.
Now let fCHx(G) and let cp he a Riemann mapping function taking the

unit circle (|f| < 1) onto G. Then g(f) = /(0(f)) <E J__. Let gr(f)
= g(rf) (0<r<l). Then gr is analytic for |f| <l/r, and in particular gr is

continuous for | f | ^1. It is known (see Bieberbach [2, p. 33]) that <p maps

|?| _=1 homeomorphically onto G~, and therefore fr(z) =grW>_1(z)) is analytic

in G and continuous on G~. Hence by a theorem of Walsh [19] fr is the uni-

form limit of polynomials on G~. The result now follows since/ is the bounded

pointwise limit of fr as r—*1.

Lemma 3. If p is a measure in the Jordan region G then (1') holds if and

only if

(7) ff(w)dp(w) = 0

for every fCH„.

This follows immediately from Lemmas 1 and 2. We do not know to

what extent it holds for more general regions.

Corollary. If p is a measure in the Jordan region G for which (V) holds

and if <p is any analytic function mapping G into itself, then

(8) f e**Wdp(w) m 0.

Proof. We define a new measure a by: a(E) =p(<j>~1(E)) for all Borel sets

E. One verifies easily that

(9) f f(w)d<r(w) = f f(<b(w))dn(w)

for all continuous/. Now let fCHK(G). Then f(<p(w))CHx(G) and so the

right side of (9) vanishes by Lemma 3. Thus ffda = 0 for all fCHx(G), and
so by the other half of Lemma 3, (1') holds for a. But this is precisely equa-

tion (8) which was to be proven.

The last two results of this section deal with equation (1) rather than

with (1'). The first result enables us to add one more term to a given repre-

sentation of zero.

Lemma 4. Let (1) hold, except that instead of the condition \a„\ <M we

assume that the exponents all lie in a Jordan region G and have no interior limit

points. Let aCG. Then coefficients {bn\ exist such that

(10) exp (az) + JZ bn exp (anz) = 0,        JZ \ bn \   < °°.
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Proof. We may assume a^an (n = 1, 2, • • • ) for otherwise (10) is trivial.

If we differentiate (1) k times and evaluate at z = 0 we obtain

(11) E m! = 0 (k = 0,1,2,- ■ ■).
n=l

Let now bf =an/(an—cx), b' = — E^*' < an^ define the functions h(z), cb(z)

by

(12) h(z) = E bL exp (anz),        cb(z) = b' exp (az) + h(z).

From (11) we see that cp and all its derivatives vanish at the origin and thus

cp = 0. If b' 5^0 we have (10) and the proof is complete.

Now suppose b' — 0. From (12) we see that h = 0. We repeat the process,

letting bf =bf/(an-a), and b" = — E&»"- Just as before, if b" ^0 the proof

is complete. If b" = 0 we repeat the process once more.

We claim that eventually there must be an integer p for which £>(p)^0.

For if not then

(13) £        °"       = 0 (p = 0,1,2,.-.).
(an -a)"

Let

«W = Et^:' zEG,zE{<*n\.
(an — z)

From (13) g and all its derivatives must vanish at a, so g = 0. But this implies

that all coefficients vanish, in contradiction to (1). Indeed, if, say, ai^O,

then by choosing z sufficiently close to cti, g could not vanish. This completes

the proof.
This lemma can be somewhat modified. For example, the proof would

still work if the a„ had at most a countable number of interior limit points,

and if aE {««!"■ This modified lemma would serve equally well for Theorem

3. The proof of the next theorem will suggest additional ways in which the

hypothesis of Lemma 4 could be modified; this proof is in Levin's book [ll,

Chapter 1, §20].

Theorem 2 (Levin). Equation (1) is impossible if there is a compact convex

set D containing all the exponents such that at least one exponent aP, with a

nonzero coefficient ap, lies on the boundary of D.

Proof. We pass to the Borel transform so that (1) becomes (2), valid for

all D in the exterior of D. There is an index N such that Eiv+i lan| <l/2-

Further, we take p = 1 and Oi=l. Then from (2) we have

n>__l_f,     \o»\ ^      lo»l
| Z — ai \ 2   | z — an |       tf+i \z — a„\
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Let L be a line of support to D at _i and let V be the ray perpendicular

to L, starting at «i and going out away from D. If zCL' then \z — _i|

<|z — a„|  (n = 2, 3, ■ - • ). Hence

0 > —.-r - JZ A-—r ■
2 | z — ai I 2    | z — an\

But if z—>ol\ on Z/ we have a contradiction and the theorem is proven.

3. The principal results. Let G be a bounded domain. By E(G) we denote

the family of all those entire functions h(z) that admit a representation of

the form

(14) h(z) = JZ an exp (anz), JZ |a„|   < oo, a,£G.

In case G is the unit circle we shall write simply E.

Different domains may have the same sets E(G). It will follow from

Theorem 3 that if Gi is the unit circle, Gi is the unit circle with the unit inter-

val (OSx^l) deleted, and G3 is any annulus (r<|_| <1), then E(Gj) =E(Gj)
= E(Gj).

Clearly 75(G) is a linear vector space over the complex numbers. We intro-

duce a norm by the formula

(15) Ml-to* El*. I
taken over all representations (14) of h. We shall see later (§4) that if G is a

Jordan domain then E(G) is complete in this norm.

As usual, h and l„ denote the Banach spaces of absolutely convergent

sequences, and of bounded sequences, respectively.

Theorem 3. Let G be a Jordan region and let S= {„„} (» = 1, 2, • • • ) be

a sequence of distinct points in G with no interior limit points. Then the following

three properties of S are equivalent.

(i) S represents zero, i.e., coefficients \an} Ch exist, not all zero, such that

(1) holds.

(ii) .S represents all of E(G), i.e., if hCE(G) and €>0 are given, then coeffi-

cients {a„} exist such that

(16) h(z) = JZan exp (_„z),        E I *» I   < \\h\\ + «•

(iii) sup, 1/(001 =||/|| for all fCHa(G).
In case G is the unit circle, then these three properties are all equivalent to the

following condition.

(iv) Almost every boundary point p = exp(id) may be approached non-

tangentially (i.e., inside of some angle with vertex at p) by points of S.

Condition (iii) was suggested by P. C. Rosenbloom, and condition (iv) by

G. Piranian.

Proof. The order of proof will be: (iv)—>(iii)—»(ii)—»(i)—>(iii)—»(iv). We

do not know of any direct way to go from (i) to (ii).
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(iv)—>(iii). Let fEH„ and let e>0 be given. There is a set of positive

measure on the boundary of the unit circle such that |/(e*'")| ^||/|[—e for

exp(id) in this set. At almost all of these points f(z) has a nontangential

limit, and almost all of them are approachable nontangentially by points of

S; therefore, sup |/(o„)| ^||/|| — e.

(iii)—>(ii). It will be sufficient to show that 5 represents all exponentials.

In other words, we must show that if aQEG is given (a„7^an, « = 1, 2, • ■ • ),

and e>0 is given, then there exist coefficients {an} such that

« co

(17) exp(c*02) = Eanexp(a„z),        E I a» I   < 1 + «■
i i

Consider the mapping F: iFo(G)—>/„ defined by F/= {/(«;„)}". By (iii)

this is an isometric imbedding of HX(G) in lx. Let B = T(HX(G)). Then B is a

norm closed subspace of l„. Our first goal is to show that B is actually weak-

star closed. See Banach [l, Chapitre VIII, and Annexe] and Hille-Phillips

[9, §2.10] for the relevant definitions and theorems.

Since lx is. the conjugate space of a separable space, it is sufficient to

show that every weak-star convergent sequence in B converges to an element

of B [l, Theoreme 5, Chapitre VIII]. Weak-star convergence of a sequence

in /„, is equivalent to boundedness of the norms plus convergence in each fixed

coordinate. Since B and HX(G) may be identified, a weak-star convergent

sequence may be identified with a uniformly bounded sequence of functions

\fk\ EHX(G) such that lim/i(a„) (k—»°°) exists for each fixed n.

The functions {/*} form a normal family. There cannot be two subse-

quences converging to different limits / and g, for / and g would agree at the

points a„ and then by (iii) f—g would vanish identically. Therefore g(z)

= lim/*(z) exists, uniformly on compact subsets of G. Thus g is the weak-

star limit of the sequence \fk\, and therefore B is weak-star closed.

Consider now the element p = (l, 0, 0, • • • )£/„. We show that dist(p, B)

= 1/2. Indeed, the constant function /=l/2 has distance 1/2 from p, and

if any fEHx(G) were at a smaller distance from p then we would have

\f(aa)\ >sup |/(cv„)|  (w^l), contrary to (iii).

Now we require a theorem of Banach which states that if E is a Banach

space, E* its conjugate, B a weak-star closed subspace of E*, pEB, e>0,

then there exists an xEE such that: xLB, (x, p) = l, \\x\\ <(l/d)+e, where

c£ = dist(p, B) and (x, p) denotes the value of the linear functional p at the

point x.

Applying this lemma to our present situation we obtain {an}oEli such

that:

I. Eo" anf(af) =0 for all fEHx(G);
II. aQ=l;

in. Eo" k|<2+e.
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By Lemma 3 we see that I is equivalent to JZan exp(„„z) =0. Now apply-

ing II and III we have (17), except for a change of sign in the coefficients.

This completes the proof of (ii).

(ii)—>(i). Let aa be any point in G different from all an. By (ii) there exist

coefficients such that (17) holds. If we apply Lemma 2 to (17) with f(w)

= w — a0v?e obtain (i).

(i)—»(iii). Assume that (i) holds but that (iii) does not. Then there is an

/£Z7M(G) and an a (\a\ <1) tor which |/(a)| >sup |/(_0|- By Lemma 4

there exist coefficients such that

exp (az) + JZ bn exp (anz) = 0,        JZ \ bn |   < °° -

Without loss of generality we may assume that/(a) = 1. Then by Lemma 3 for

each positive integer p we have 1+Eo„[/(—0]" —0. But this is impossible

for large p.

(iii)—>(iv). Let us assume that condition (iv) fails; we shall show that

then condition (iii) also fails. Since (iv) is false, there is a set E of positive

measure on the unit circumference |z| =1, such that no point of E can be

approached nontangentially by the an. This means that any angle with vertex

at a point of E can contain only a finite number of the a„. In particular this

is true for a right angle, placed so that the radius to the point bisects the

angle.

This implies that at each point p = exp(id)CE there is a right triangle

A», with the right angle vertex at the point p and the other two vertices in-

side the unit circle, having the radius to p as an axis of symmetry, and con-

taining none of the „„. There will be a number o>0 and a closed subset

EiCE of positive measure such that at each point of £i the altitude of the

triangle As, measured from the vertex p, has length ^o.

Choose now a closed arc I, whose endpoints are in Ei, for which | Eif~\l\

>0 and \l\ <b, where the vertical bars denote Lebesgue measure. Let G be

the complement of Ei with respect to the arc I; then G is the union of a set of

open arcs {/„}. (If ICEi, then G is the null set.) Take one of these arcs,

/;, with endpoints exp(ia) and exp(i/3), and draw the two triangles A„ and

Ap. Then one sees easily that the sides of these triangles cross over the inter-

val Ij to form a little "triangle" Tj, one side of which is the arc Ij. Thus if /

denotes a point of Ij, then any of the an sufficiently near to t must lie in Tj.

Let k(<t>) he the characteristic function of the set G, and define/(z) by

( 1   r2" z + e*      )
(18) /(.) = exp \— k(<b)- deb} .

\2irJ o z — el*     )

Then

(-1  r 2r 1 - r2 )

(19) | f(z) |   = exp \— I     k(<bj)--j- deb}
( 2ir J o \z — ex*\2      )
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for z = r exp(x'0), and so |/(z)| ^1 for \z\ <1.

It is a well known property of the Poisson integral that

(20) lim | f(reie) |   = 1

at almost all points exp(id) of Ei.

We shall now show that

(21) \f(z)\  gr"« (zE Tj,j = 1, 2, • • •)■

Consider  the  arc J,-,  with  endpoints  exp(t'a)   and  exp(iB)   (OSaSB <2ir).

From (19) we have |/(z)| =IT|/n(z)| where

llrz + e*     )
fn(z)    =    exp    <—- dcb\ .

(2tt J inz-e*      )

Since each |/n(z)| SI ior \z\ <i this means that \f(z)\ S \fj(z)\. So (21) will

be proven if we can show that

1   r» 1 - Izl2 l
(22) - |-L-f- dcp £ - (zE Tj).

2irJa    ]z-e«*|2 2

It is well known that this integral has a simple geometrical interpretation

(see, for example, Nevanlinna [5, pp. 6—7]). Namely, one extends the line

segment from exp(z'a) to z till it meets the boundary of the unit circle at a

point v>i. Similarly, extend the line segment from exp(ij3) to z till it meets

the boundary in a point w2. Then the integral is equal to the arc length from

Wi to w2 (in the counterclockwise direction) divided by 27r. Using this, one

sees that the minimum of the integral in (22) for zETj is attained at the in-

terior vertex of Tj, and that this minimum value is l/2 + (B — a)/2ir. This

establishes (22) and therefore also (21).

Now let t = exp(id) be a point of Ei, interior to the arc I, at which the

relation (20) holds. For simplicity we assume t—1. Then there is an e>0 such

that if Re(a„)>l —e, then a„ is in one of the "triangles" Tj. By (21), l/(a„)|

^exp( —1/2) at all such points an. Let g(z) =f(z)e*. Then gEH„ and ||g|| =e.

But

| g(an) |   S e1'2        for Re (an) > 1 - e,

| g(af) |   S el~'        for Re (an) S 1 - e,

and so sup |g(an)| <||f||. In other words, condition (iii) is not satisfied.

This completes the proof of Theorem 3.

Remark 1. The assumption that the an have no interior limit points in

G was only needed for the implication (i)—>(iii) where Lemma 4 was applied.

As noted after Lemma 4, this assumption can be weakened slightly.

Remark 2. Let |/3„} be a sequence of points inside the unit circle for

which E(l~ ||8n|) < °°. Then almost no boundary points are approachable

nontangentially by subsequences of {/3n}.
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Indeed, let 73 be the set of boundary points that can be approached non-

tangentially. Let fCH„ (/f-0) vanish on {j3„}. Then/ has radial limits al-

most everywhere on 73, and these limits must all be zero as the radial limit

is the same as the limit inside of any angle. But the limit cannot be zero on a

set of positive measure, and therefore 1731 =0.

The converse to this remark is false. In fact, one can give examples of

sequences {@n} such that almost no boundary points are approachable non-

tangentially, and such that if C is any sector of the unit circle then

JZ (i - 10.1) = ».
0„ec

Remark 3. If {_„} satisfies condition (iv) of Theorem 3 and {—*,} is a

subsequence such that

(23) JZ (1 - | _»,- | )< oo

then )a„j\{anj} satisfies condition (iv) (the symbol \ denotes set-theoretic

difference).

This follows from Remark 2.

Remark 4. Let {an} satisfy condition (iv). Then there are coefficients

{an}, all of which are different from zero, such that (1) holds. Further, if h

is any entire function admitting a representation (14) then the coefficients

{an} may be chosen all different from zero.

Indeed, by (ii) there are coefficients {0*1} (i = 2, 3, • • • ) such that

-1 00 00

0 = — exp (_iz) + JZ aa exp (aiz),        JZ | _« |   < 1.
2 «—2 2

Choose bi such that | _»_ | -< 1/4 and bi?± —-21. Then applying (ii) again we find

coefficients {a,^} (* = 3, 4, • ■ • ) such that

00 =01

0 = bi exp (a2z) + JZ ai2 exp (aa),        E I a« I   < — "
,-3 3 2

Choose bz such that | &s| < 1/8 and b^ — (a3i+a32). Then there are coefficients

{a<3} (*'=-, 5, • • • ) such that

00 DO 1

0 = 63 exp (azz) + JZ ai3 exp (aiZ),        JZ \ aiz |   < — •
t-4 4 4

This process may be continued. If we add up all the resulting equations we

have a representation of zero in which no coefficients vanish.

Let now h admit a representation (14) and let {bn} all different from zero

be chosen such that JZbn exp(anz)=0. Then

Kz) = E *» exP (a*z) + * E bn exP (a*z)
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for all complex X. It only remains to choose X such that

an + \bn *0 (n = 1, 2, • • • ).

Remark 5. Let {«„} satisfy condition (iv) and let {anj} be a subsequence

for which (23) holds. Let h(z) be any entire function admitting a representa-

tion (14), and let {bj} Eh be given. Then one can find coefficients [an\ Ek

such that h(z)= E°« exp(anz) and anj = bj. In other words, certain infinite

subsets of coefficients can be prescribed arbitrarily in h.

Indeed, let cp(z) = E&j exp(an/z). By Remark 2 both <p(z) and h(z) can be

represented in terms of the exponents ja,|\!«ny}:

<t>iZ) =  E C» eXP («»Z) itnj = 0,j «=  1, 2, • • •),

Kz) = E dn exp (anz)      (dnj = 0, j = 1, 2, • • • ).

Then

*(Z)   =   E <*" exp («„Z)   —   E C» eXP («nZ)   +   E *i eXP («nyZ),

so we may choose an = (dn — cf) for n E {nj}, and anj = b,.

Remark 6. It is easy to give examples of sequences {«„} satisfying condi-

tion (iv). For example, let r„—*1 (rn<l), let c>0 be given, and let cp(n) be

any integer-valued function for which

c4(n) > —— (n = 1, 2, • • • ).
1 - rn

The sequence {an} is now formed by taking <p(n) points, equally spaced, on

the circle \z\ =rn (n=l, 2, • • • ). It can be verified that every boundary

point p can be approached inside of an angle of opening 2j3, placed symmetri-

cally about the radius to p, for all B such that tan B>ir/c.

From this it follows by conformal mapping that in any simply connected

domain G (with at least two boundary points) sequences {«„} exist that

satisfy (iii), and have no interior limit points.

Remark 7. It might be asked whether one couldn't require something

more than absolute convergence of the coefficients in (1). For example, is it

possible to have a representation of zero in which EI a» Is < °° ^or every 5 > 0?

In this connection Denjoy has shown that if D is any closed set in the ex-

tended plane, and U is an open set containing D, and cp is any function

analytic on U (and vanishing at z= <» if D is unbounded), and e>0 is given,

then there exist sequences {an}, {a„}, with an(£F> (n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ ) such that

*(*) = E -^— (z e d)
an — z

and

\a„\   < yfeexp(-»1'2-).
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See [5, p. 3] and [6].

Remark 8. The sets \an\ that satisfy condition (iv) seem to play a role

analogous to the boundary. Thus one is led to look for analogues of theorems

about the boundary. Consider, for example, the following theorem: if / is

analytic for |z| <1 and continuous for \z\ g=l and if/ is schlicht on the

boundary, then / is schlicht inside.

An analogue might be: let {_„} satisfy condition (iv) and let fCHx he

such that to every 6>0 there corresponds an e>0 such that \an — am\ 2^8

implies |/(a0 — /(«•) | =«; then / is schlicht in |zj <1. (It would not be

enough to require merely that/ be one-to-one on {„„}; for example, if no

two of the an are diametrically opposed then z2 is one-to-one on ja„}.) We

do not know if this conjecture is true, nor do we know if this property implies

condition (iv).

Consider now the problem of determining the values of an analytic func-

tion inside the circle by means of its values on or near the boundary. For

example, if / is analytic for |z| <1 and continuous for |z| gl then the

Cauchy integral

1    r 1
f(z) = — I        /(_>)-dw

2m J |w|_i        w — z

gives the solution to the problem. This may be written

(24) /(_) = j f(w)dp,(w)

where the measure pz depends only on the point z and not on the function /.

Another possible choice for the measures pz is

(25) dp,(w) = (-1-—) dw
\w — z      1 — zw/

(Macintyre, Rogosinski [12, p. 304]). These measures are all of total varia-

tion 1 on \w\ =1, independently of _ ([_| <1). (The absolute value of the

expression in parentheses is the Poisson kernel.)

Theorem 3 enables us to obtain a formula analogous to (24), with the

integral replaced by a series. Again let S= {„„} be a sequence of distinct

points inside the unit circle with no interior limit points.

Theorem 4. The sequence S= {„„} has the property (v) defined below if

and only if il has property (i) of Theorem 3.

(v) For each point z inside the unit circle and each e > 0 there exist coefficients

[an(z; e)} for which

(26) f(z) = JZ an(z; e)f(an), JZ \ an(z; t)\   < 1 + e,

forallfCH*.
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Proof. Let (v) hold, and choose a point z0ES- From (26) and Lemma 3

we obtain a representation of zero using z0 and {an}. Using Lemma 2 we can

drop out the z0 term, thus obtaining (1).

Conversely, let (1) hold, and assume z<,ES (since otherwise (26) is trivial).

Then (26) follows from (17) and Lemma 3.

Unfortunately, Theorem 4 does not give any explicit method for deter-

mining the coefficients {a„(z; e)}. li one seeks to eliminate the e in (v), then

one must eliminate the e in (17). We do not know whether this can be done

or not. However, J. Wolff [21] has shown that if zo is given, then there exist

numbers  {a„}  with z0 (£{«„}, and there exist coefficients  {anJ  such that

(26) holds with e = 0. In his example the a„ have many interior limit points.

See the remarks following Theorem 8 of §4 for a further discussion.

We now mention two applications of Theorem 3 that were pointed out

to us by John Wermer. Let {a„} be a bounded sequence of distinct complex

numbers. We shall say that {a„} "represents zero" if coefficients {an\ can

be found, not all zero, such that (1) holds.

Let T be a bounded normal operator on Hilbert space H. Let the eigen-

vectors of T span H and let ai, a2, • • • be the distinct eigenvalues of T.

Wermer [20] has shown that the following statements are equivalent.

(a) Every invariant subspace of F is spanned by the eigenvectors it

contains.

(b) Every invariant subspace of F contains an eigenvector.

(c) Every subspace invariant under T is also invariant under T*.

(d) {an} does not represent zero.

J. E. Scroggs [17] has a number of further results in this direction.

Tord Hall [7] has considered the following problem. Let |^4„}, {«„} be

two sequences of complex numbers with the a„ all distinct and different from

zero. It is further assumed that An}£l (» = 1, 2, • • • ) and that

(27) lim \an\k/Aa = 0 (k 5; 0).
n

Let Q denote the set of all polynomials such that | p(an) \ SAn(n=l,2, • • • ),

and let M = sup |p(0)|  (pEQ).
Hall proves that M< <» if and only if there exist coefficients {an} such

that

(28) EUn|^l, E -£" («-)* = 0 ik > 0), E-y-^O.
n       An ^n

Condition (27) with k = 0 implies An—>°°. If the set {a„} is bounded, then

condition (28) is equivalent to

E ——exp (a„z) = const. (t^O),        E I a» I   = !■
An
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Thus if {„„} cannot represent zero, then Tkf= oo, no matter how the \An\

are chosen.

4. Functions representable by exponentials. In this section we study the

space E(G) where G is a Jordan region (see (14)).

Theorem 5. Let G be a Jordan region. Then E(G) is a Banach space in the

norm (15), and the conjugate space is H„(G) with the supremum norm.

Proof. By Theorem 3 and Remark 6 there exists a sequence {«„} in G

such that every function in E(G) can be represented using only the exponents

[an\, and the norm is not increased. Let TV denote the subset of h consisting

of those sequences {an\ tor which JZan exp(anz) =0. TV is a closed linear sub-

space of h and E(G) is isomorphic to the quotient space h/N. Hence 73(G) is

a Banach space.

The conjugate space of h/N is TVX, the set of all elements in /„ that are

orthogonal to TV. Let 73 be the set of those bounded sequences that come

from bounded analytic functions: \f(aj)}, fCHK(G). One half of Lemma 3

tells us that 73 CTVX, while the other half tells us that 73 is weak-star dense in

TV"1 (since TVXi = TV). The proof of (iii)—»(ii) in Theorem 3 showed that 73 is

weak-star closed. Hence 73 = TV-1. Since ||/|| =sup \f(an)1> the conjugate space

is isomorphic to HK(G), which completes the proof.

Let h= JZan exp(anz)CE(G), and let fCHx. Then (h, /), the value of

the linear functional / at the point h, is given by

(29) (h,f) = JZanf(aj).

If G is the unit circle this can be rewritten in terms of the Taylor series of

/ and h. Let h= JZAnz"/n\ and /= JZBnzn. It can be shown that

(30) (h,f) = lim JZ A„Bnr"
r-»l~

(first consider the case when the Taylor series for / contains but a single

term).

Let now G be the unit circle. By 77i we denote as usual the Hardy space

of functions/(z), analytic in the unit circle and satisfying the condition

1   r2*
(31) 11/11!=   lim - \f(re">)\d8< oo.

r-»l-  zx J o

Hi is a Banach space in this norm (whose conjugate space is not Hx\). The

radial limits/(e") = lim/(re") (r—>1_) exist for almost all t, and f(eu)CLi(0,2ir).

Further, ||/(e'')ll l, = ||/||hv so 77i is isometrically imbedded as a subspace of L\.

Let F denote the Banach space Li/Hi. F can be interpreted as the space

of those entire functions h(z) that admit a representation

(32) h(z) = —: f      e'w(p(w)dw (<p C Li(0, 2tt)).
2m J i»i=i
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(We shall say that cp represents h.)

Indeed, if Jezwcp(w)dw = 0 then the Fourier coefficients of cp vanish on one

side and therefore cpEHi [15, Chapter 2]. Conversely, if cpEHi then

fe'wcj>(w)dw = 0 by the Cauchy integral theorem.

The norm in F is the quotient space norm:

(33) ||A||, = infyLl

taken over all cp that represent h.

The conjugate space of F is the annihilator of Hi in Lx. li /££«>, cpELi

we denote the value of the functional / at the point cp by (cp, /), defined by

(34) (cpj) = —- f      f(w)cb(w)dw.
2m J \w\=i

If cpEHi then it is analytic inside the unit circle. If / is the boundary function

of a function in Hx then (cp, f)=0 by the Cauchy integral theorem. Con-

versely, if (cp, /) =0 for all cpEHi then the Fourier coefficients of/ vanish on

one side and therefore fEH„.

Thus the conjugate space of F is HK with the supremum norm. If h(z)

= 2ZAnZn/n\EF and/(z) = 2ZBnznEHK then

(35) (h,f) =  lim  E^n^nr".
r-»l—

Theorem 6. The two function spaces £ and F with the norms (15) and (33)

are identical.

Proof. We first show that F contains all pure exponentials ea2(|a| <1),

and that ||eai!||Fgl. Indeed, let

(36) Ka(w) =-+ —-
w — a       1 — aw

(see (25)). Then eaz is represented by Ka(w) and \\Ka\\ = 1, which is the result.

It follows that EEF since by definition E consists of all absolutely con-

vergent series of exponentials. Also, E and F have the same conjugate space:

JFo in the supremum norm. If hEE and /£F„ then the value of the linear

functional / at the point h, (h, /), is the same whether we regard h as an ele-

ment of E or as an element of F (see (30) and (35)).

Therefore |H|e = |M|f for all hEE, since ||ft||=sup \(h, f)\, taken over

all fEHx of norm one. So £ is a closed subspace of F. But it cannot be a

proper subspace, for then there would be a linear functional vanishing on E

but not vanishing identically, which is impossible.

The first corollary is due to Wolff [21 ].

Corollary 1. E contains all entire functions of exponential type less than

one.
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Proof. For such a function the Borel transform is analytic part way in-

side the unit circle, and in the Borel transform representation of h (see (4))

we may take r=l. F(w) is analytic on \w\ =1, and thus is in Li(0, 2+).

In fact E contains all those entire functions whose Borel transforms are

in 77i in the exterior of the unit circle.

Definition. A sequence [An] (n = 0, 1, • ■ ■) will be said to be a Fourier

sequence on one side if numbers _l_i, .4-2, • • • exist such that \An\

(— °°<«<c°) is the sequence of complex Fourier coefficients of some

integrable function on (0, 2tt).

Corollary 2. A necessary and sufficient condition that [Ak] (k = 0, 1, • • •)

be a Fourier sequence on one side is that there exist two sequences of complex

numbers, {a„}, {„„} (]C|a„| < °°> |_»| <1 (n = 1, 2, • ■ • )) such that

co

(37) JZ an(aj)k = Ak (k - 0, 1, 2, • • • ).
71=1

Proof. Let {an}, {an} be given and let h(z) = JZan exp(anz). By Theorem

6 there is a <pCLi such that h(z) = (l/2iri)fezwcp(w)dw. Differentiating these

two representations k-times and evaluating at z = 0 we obtain (37), where the

Ak are the Fourier coefficients on one side of <p.

Conversely, given cpCLi we define h by (32). By Theorem 4, hCE and

so h also has a representation (14). Just as in the preceding paragraph we

obtain (37). In other words, the coefficients of any given <pCLi have a repre-

sentation (37).

Remark 9. If u is a measure concentrated entirely on the unit circum-

ference \w\ =1, and p is not purely absolutely continuous, then fe*wdn(w) is

not in E.

Indeed, if it were in E then by Theorem 4 there would be a purely ab-

solutely continuous measure a on |w| =1 such that fezwd(n —a) =0. But by a

theorem of F. and M. Riesz [15, Chapter 2, §5] this would imply that /i —a

were absolutely continuous, which would be a contradiction.

H. S. Shapiro has pointed out to us that the work of Macintyre-Rogo-

sinski [12], Havinson [8], and Rogosinski-Shapiro [16] provides further

information about the space E and enables us to compute the norms of ele-

ments in E in simple cases. (There is considerable duplication in the last two

papers, the last one having been written in ignorance of Havinson's work.)

Theorem A of [16] applied to E yields the following result.

Theorem 7. For each hCE (hf^O) there exists a unique <pCLi and a unique

/Gi7_ such that cp represents h (see (32)) and \\h\\E = |MUi = (h,f).

Thus the infimum in (33) is uniquely attained.

Corollary. Let hCE. Then \\h'\\ _j||A||, and there is a unique hCE such

that hi =hand ||„,|| =\\h\\.
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Proof. The first statement is obvious since El°»a»l < Ela"l • F°r the

second statement, let cpELi provide the minimal representation of h as in

Theorem 7. Then tp(w)/w = cpi(w) represents hi, and \\<pi\\ =\\<p\\. There could

not be a second such primitive, say h2, represented minimally by some cp2. For

then wcj>2 would represent h2 =h, but the minimal representation of h is

unique.

Remark 10. If AGE then |A(0)| s\\h\\. Indeed, \h(0)\ =| Ea»l ^EW-
We now give the norms of several elements of E, and of one linear operator

on £.

1. ||<HI = 1 (I«l <!)•
2. ||z"/w!||=l (n = 0, 1,2, ■ ■ ■).

3. j|ze<"|| = l/(l-|a|2).

4. ||e«z-l||=2|a|/(l + (l-|a|2)1/2) (|a| <1).

5. ||eiz-eoz||=2|c|/(l + (l-|c|2)1'2)    (c=(b-a)/(l-db)).

6. {{Df1]] =2, where Dfl is the integration operator (Df1h)(z) =Jlh(s)ds.

Proof. 1. This is obvious from Remark 10 and the definition of norm.

2. zn/n\ can be represented by l/wn+1, and hence ||zn/«!|| =£1. By differ-

entiating n times we get the reverse inequality.

3. Since \\h\\ =sup | (h,f)\ (||/||^1), the assertion to be proven is equiv-

alent to: sup |/'(a)| =1/(1 — \a\2). This result is given on page 304 of [12].

4. ||e<"-l|| =sup |/(a)-/(0)| taken over all/ in the unit ball of H„. By

Theorem 16 of [16] the extremal/has the form:/(z) = (z — a)/(l — dz). There-

fore,

,     l«l(i - Ul2)
I 1 — aa |

It follows that the extremal /must have a = ra/\a\ for some 0<r <1. There-

fore,

I a I (1 - r2)
/(«)-/(0)     - ' |     ,     =<t>ir).

1 — r\ a\

We wish to maximize cp(r). Putting the derivative equal to zero and solving

for r we obtain: r|a| = 1 — (1 — \a\ 2)1/2. (The plus sign is excluded since r

must lie in the unit interval.) Substituting this value for r into the previous

equation and simplifying we obtain the result.

5. sup |/(6)—/(a)| =sup \f(<p(b))—f(cf>(a))\ for any bilinear map tp of

the circle onto itself. Choose tp = (z — a)/(l— az), which reduces this case to

the previous one: \\eh' — e°2|| =||eM —1|| for c=(b — a)/(l — ab).

6. Let hEE be given and let hx be the minimal primitive (see the corol-

lary to Theorem 7). Then (Df1h)(z) = hi(z)-hi(0), and therefore {{Df'hW

S2\\h\\. On the other hand, Hp-V'H = (l/a)||c«-l||->2 as a-»l, from 5.
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We now consider the "positive" elements in E. Let E+ be the set of all

those hCE for which

(38) h(0) =\\h\\.

Clearly E+ is a positive cone, i.e., it is closed under addition and under

multiplication   by   non-negative   scalars.   Also,   if   hi, ■ ■ ■ ,   hnCE+   then

||Ai+ • • • +A-HWI+ • • • +\\hn\\-

Theorem 8. hCE+ if and only if h can be represented by a <pCLifor which

wc/>(w)=0 almost everywhere on \w\ =1. In this case cp provides the unique

minimal representation of h.

Proof. Let hCE+ and let cp be the unique extremal kernel in Li represent-

ing h. Then

i   r i r2" i r2Ti      ,
k(0) = —: I        4>(w)dw = — I     <j>(w)dwd S — |      | 4>(w) \ dd

2m J |to|=i 2tcJ o 2ie J o

= ||0|| = ||A|| = /XO), (w = e")

and so wcp(w) 2i0 almost everywhere.

Conversely, if wtp(w) =g0 almost everywhere then

\\h\\ ̂   | h(0) |   = — I  <b(w)wd6 = — |   | <p(w) \ dd ̂  ||A||,
2t J 2ir J

the last inequality following from the definition of norm (33), and so hCE+

which completes the proof.

Suppose h can be represented by an exponential sum with non-negative

coefficients

(39) k(z) = JZan exp (anz),        a„ ^ 0 (n = 1, 2, • • • ).

Then one sees easily that hCE+. We do not know whether the converse is

true. However, the representation (39) is never unique when it does exist.

Indeed, Wolff [21 ] proved that if a set of disjoint circles is removed from

the unit circle so that only a set of measure zero remains, then

1 => JZ ru exp (a„z)

where rn denotes the radius of the wth removed circle and an is its center. By

applying a bilinear transformation to this example (see the corollary to Lemma

3) we may represent any given exponential eai(|_| <1) using the same coeffi-

cients and different exponents. It follows from this that if a function has a

representation (39) then it has uncountably many such representations.

Remark 11. If hCE has a minimizing sequence of exponents and coeffi-

cients, i.e. if there exist {an], {„„} such that h(z) = JZa„ exp(anz) and

ICIa»l — INI> then signum an = const., and |^(0)| =||&||.
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Indeed, let f EHw ||/l|=l, be such that (h,f)=\\h\\. Then: \\h\\ = (h, f)
= Ea"/(«n)= El0n/(a»)| = EW = IWI- Hence |/(a„)| =1, and so by the
maximum modulus theorem / = const. Therefore, signum o„ = const., and

\h(0)\ = 2Z\a>n\-
We now consider a different representation of the space E(G). Let G be

an arbitrary Jordan domain. Let M(G) be the set of all those entire functions

h(z) that can be represented in the form

(40) h(z) =  f e™dp.(w)

where p is a Borel measure in G. We define a norm in M(G) by

(41) \\h\\ = inf Var(/x)

taken over all representations (40) of h.

Theorem 9. The two spaces E(G) and M(G) with the norms (15) and (41)

are identical.

Proof. Clearly E(G)EM(G) and ||a||m^MU for a11 hEE(G).
To prove the converse, let hEM(G). We first consider the case where h

can be represented in (40) by a measure p whose support is entirely inside

G. Since the support (the smallest closed set containing all the mass) is a

closed set, it is at a positive distance from the boundary of G. Hence the Borel

transform of h is analytic on the boundary of G, and therefore by a result of

Wolff [21], hEE(G).
To estimate the norm of h, let [p„] be a sequence of measures in G, each

consisting of a finite number of mass points, such that: Var(pn) =Var(p),

and Jfdfin—^Jfdfx for all fEHx(G). Let h„(z) = fezwdfi„(w). Then hn is a finite

exponential sum and therefore hnEE(G). Also, (hn, f)—*(h, /) for each

fEHx(G). Hence, ||/*||£glim inf \\hn\\ESVar(p). (If E were known to be

weakly sequentially complete then Wolff's result would not be needed.)

Now let hEM(G) be arbitrary. Let cr be any measure in G that represents

h. Since G is an open set, there are compact sets C1CC2C " ' ' wnose union

is G. Let o"i be the restriction of a to Ci, and for ra> 1 let tr„ be the restriction

of <r to Cn\Cn-i. Then EVar(cr„) = Var(<r).

Let hn(z) = fezwdan(w). Then ||&„||M^Var(crn) and therefore h= E^«> tne

series converging in M(G), and also converging uniformly on compact sub-

sets of the plane. By our previous result, hnEE(G) and ||A„||E^Var(cr„).

Hence the series converges in E(G). Therefore hEE(G) and ||/j||b ^Var(cr).

Consequently ||ft||jj^inf Var(cr) = ||ft||jif. This completes the proof.

5. Additional properties of the space E. In this section we work entirely

in the unit circle and accordingly we write E instead of E(G). We do not

know whether £ has a Schauder basis or not, but we shall show that the

Taylor series is not such a basis.
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Theorem 10. There is an hCE whose Taylor series does not converge in

the norm of E.

Proof. Let Tn be the projection operator sending each hCE onto the wth

partial sum of its Taylor series. If the Taylor series always converged the Tn

would be uniformly bounded. Since \\eaz\\ =1 for |a| <1 we have:

||2_|| ̂  ||2V"|| =    ibaV/JH    = sup   JZ Bka«
0 0

where the supremum is over all/(z) = JZBkzkCHx such that ||/|| S1. The last

equality is merely the statement that \\h\\ =sup | (h,f)\.

Since a is arbitrary inside the unit circle we have

M _;«_> JZ Bk ,
o

and by a result of Landau [10, pp. 26-27] this is asymptotic to (1/tt) log w,

which completes the proof.

Corollary. There are functions h(z) = JZAnzn/n\CE and f(z) = JZB„zn

CH„for which the series JZAnBn  is not convergent.

Proof. It is known (Day [4, p. 69]) that a weak Schauder basis is a strong

basis. Hence the Taylor series is not weakly convergent for all hCE. QED.

The series is of course always Abel summable (see (30)).

Problem (Taylor [18, p. 33]). If \An} has the property that

lim JZ,AnBnrn (r—»1~) exists for all /(_) = JZBnznCHx, does it follow that

h(z) = JZAnzn/n\ is in E? This would follow if it were known that E is weakly

sequentially complete.

The space H„ may be considered as a space of linear operators on E. In-

deed, if fCH„ and h(z) = JZan exp(anz)CE then we define the operator

Tf:E->E by:

(42) (Tfh)(z) = JZ anf(an) exp (_Bz).

Tf may also be considered as an infinite order differential operator: if f(z)

= JZBnz" and D=d/dz then formally T,= JZBnDn.

In analogy to the problem stated above we may ask: if h belongs to the

domain of all the operators Tf (fCHS), must hCE:

The adjoint operator T*: HX—*H„ is simply multiplication by/.

(43) (T,*g)(z) = f(z)g(z).

Remark 12. ll f(ew) is essentially bounded away from zero (i.e. if |/(e{')|

Sic>0 almost everywhere), then 7/ is onto.

Indeed, if h is given by (32) let hi(z) be represented by <p(w)/f(w). Then

T/hi = h.
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Remark 13. If/ is analytic for |z| ^1 and has no zeros for |z| <1, then

Tj is one-to-one.

Indeed, let hCE and assume T/h = 0. For any e>0, h maybe expressed

in terms of its Borel transform (4) with r=l+e. Then

(44) (T,h)(z) = -: f e™f(w)H(w)dw = 0,
2m J |io|_l+e

where e is chosen so that/ is analytic on \w\ = 1 + e. From (44) it then follows

thatf(w)H(w) (\w\ =l+e) are the boundary values of a function analytic for

\w\ <l+e. Since TJ is analytic for \w\ >1, and / has no zeros for \w\ <1,

it follows that H can be at worst a rational function with poles only on

\w\ =1. But then h would have the form JZPk(z) exp(wkz), where the Pk are

polynomials, and \wk\ =1, and such a function is not in E (for example, if

H(w) = l/(w— 1) then h(z)=ez). Thus H has no poles at all, and therefore

77=0.
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